
UFC on ESPN+ 27: Benavidez vs. Figueiredo Betting Breakdown 

The Bets: 

• 2.5 units @ -135 Tom Breese to win versus Branden Allen  

• 2.5 units @ -155 Spencer versus Fairn Fight Does NOT Go the Three Round Distance  

• 2.5 units @ +210 Ion Cutelaba to win 
 

2.5 units @ -135 Tom Breese to win versus Branden Allen  

I am not a big intangibles guy as I do not find it easy to quantify how a fighter’s OUTSIDE 

the octagon life affects their performance INSIDE the octagon and I bring this up because I have 

to think that’s why the odds are close in this fight. My eyes show me that Tom Breese is a very 

talented fighter that has great boxing as he is sharp, technical, fast, and powerful. Breese is also 

a good submission grappler as he holds a black belt in Brazilian Ju Jitsu (has been in BJJ 

competition since his last MMA fight and won both bouts via submission). Brendan Allen’s best 

skillset is his submission grappling which he showcased on the Dana White’s Tuesday Night 

Contender Series and in his UFC debut. Allen will probably look to get this fight to the mat 

where he can take Breese down (Breese was taken down three times by Keita Nakamura), but I 

do not believe Allen is the superior grappler here nor do I believe he can hold Breese down long 

enough to win rounds as I believe Breese can sweep (reverse position) or threaten from guard 

to work his way back to the feet where he has a significant striking advantage. Despite Allen 

winning his UFC debut, Kevin Holland took him down easily and took his back which is a red flag 

in my opinion (in the image below). I have also seen Allen put in disadvantageous positions on 

the mat prior to his Dana White’s Tuesday Night Contender Series appearance. Breese is not 

known for his wrestling primarily, but if Kevin Holland can take down Allen, I think Breese can 

too if Breese would like to try and wrestle. As mentioned, Breese was taken down by Nakamura 

when he fought at 170lbs but was able to reverse the very experienced and skilled grappler in 

Nakamura and threaten with leg lock attempts to get out of disadvantages positions which I 

expect something similar to happen here if Breese is on his back on the mat. In the striking 

exchanges, I expect Breese to have a ton of success because in addition to what I said about his 

striking, Allen will be much slower than Breese, is not as technical, and does not utilize proper 

head movement which led to him getting hit multiple times in the few striking exchanges he 

had with his opponent on the Contender Series. Breese should really dominate the striking 

exchanges and will likely get the better of the grappling exchanges too (hence the bet).   

*Kevin Holland taking Allen’s back 



   

If Breese losses this fight, I’d have to think that it was because he had a flat outing, Allen was 

able to take Breese down and control him for multiple minutes, or Allen just randomly finishes 

him. I do not find any of those scenarios likely so the pick for me is clearly Breese. 

 

2.5 units @ -155 Spencer versus Fairn Fight Does NOT Go the Three Round 

Distance  

In October 2019 (at UFC 243), Zarah fought Megan Anderson (also fighting on this card) 

and she was taken down and mounted by Anderson very early in the first round (Anderson was 

submitted in the first round by Spencer in Spencer’s UFC debut) which to me showed her 

defensive grappling and wrestling is going to be a huge liability for her in this fight considering 

Felicia Spencer is a BJJ black belt, is really slick at taking the back, and is strong in the clinch 

(was able to have success clinching against Cyborg). Also, grappling is a facet of MMA (unlike 

striking where 1 punch can realistically end the fight) where less variance occurs as the better 

grappler wins much more often than not assuming the better grappler is not completely gassed 

and their opponent has a lot of energy left to expend.  It is hard for me to assume that Zarah’s 

defensive grappling has significantly improved in just a few months. Even if Zarah’s grappling 

did improve I do not expect her to have close that gap between her’s and Spencer’s (hence the 

odds being heavily favored for Spencer to win). Zarah’s submission loss to Anderson was from 

Anderson’s guard AFTER Zarah reversed Anderson on the mat. Megan Anderson’s grappling is 

improving training with James Krause and Glory MMA, but if Anderson was able to promptly 

submit Zarah, I certainly see Spencer doing the same considering Spencer’s much more 

credentialed in BJJ (is a black belt). Zarah is a long striker, but Felicia showed great durability 

and toughness against Cris Cyborg (a very threatening and aggressive striker) and Spencer is 

credentialed is Taekwondo, so I don’t see Zarah having much success while the fight is standing. 

Felicia probably wins by first round submission.   

 

*Against Megan Anderson, Zarah was mounted in the first round. 



 

 

2.5 units @ +210 Ion Cutelaba to win 

Too much too soon for Magomed Ankalaev? Magomed Ankalaev is a good prospect that 

has showcased technical striking, power in his hands (i.e. hurt Abreu and Lungiambula), and 

takedown capabilities. I noticed Ankalaev can be very passive in striking exchanges, can be 

taken down (twice by Paul Craig), and does not utilize proper head movement which resulted in 

his leg buckling on a punch from Klidson Abreu. I believe Ion Cuțelaba will test Magomed in the 

areas where he has looked most vulnerable inside the octagon. For starters, Cutelaba pushes 

the much higher pace in the striking exchanges, is the much more mobile fighter, superior 

athlete, and is VERY durable (has never been knocked out in 20 professional MMA fights 

which includes bouts with dangerous strikers such as Khalil Rountree and Jared Cannonier). I 

do not think one fighter has a significant advantage here in terms of technique as I think it’s 

close, so I favor Cutelaba in the striking exchanges for these reasons. In terms of the wrestling, 

it’s concerning Paul Craig was able to take down Ankalaev twice. Albeit he did not control him 

for a long time, but something worth noting nonetheless because Cutelaba comes from a 

Sambo background and has showcased solid offensive wrestling in the UFC thus far when it 

makes sense to in respect to the matchup (i.e. versus Rountree – landed four takedowns and 

Cannonier – landed 6 takedowns). Furthermore, implementing offensive takedowns is another 

avenue Cutelaba has to win this fight though I do not think it plays as large of a role as the 

striking does. All in all, Cutelaba has opportunities to takedown Ankalaev although he may just 

use his wrestling defensively to keep the fight standing where he will have the advantage. 

Cutelaba’s liabilities are in his cardio and his submission defense (when he’s tired). However, I 

do not see them being exposed in this matchup considering how passive Ankalaev is (Cutelaba 

should be able to control the pace) and the fact he has not shown to be a submission threat 

(does not have a single professional MMA win by SUB). I feel as though Cutelaba is being 

significantly overrated here (hence the bet) and should win this matchup.  

 

 



*Ankalaev getting taken down by Craig in his UFC debut 

 


